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An Adaptive Systems Approach to the
Implementation and Evaluation of Digital

Library Recommendation Systems.

Johan Bollen and Luis M. Rocha

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Group CIC3/14, Los Alamos, NM (USA)+ ““

Abstract. The focus for information retrieval systems in digital libraries
has shifted from passive repositories of information to recommendation
systems that actively participate in retrieving useful information, and
can furthermore learn from the retrieval behavior of users. Thw new

approach to IR emphasizes the shortcomings of the traditional evalua-
tion methodology of IR systems. In addition to describing our research
on adaptive recommendation systems, we propose a novel evaluation
methodology for such systems. Rather than relying on measures of pre-
cision and recall, interactive, adaptive systems can best be evaluated by
how well they can capture the knowledge of speciii.c user communities.
Our proposed methodology, based on the concept of shared knowledge
structures, allows a quantitative assessment of recommendation systems.

1 Recommendation Systems for Digital Libraries

1.1 From Information Retrieval to Active Recommendation

The dlgittilzation and networking of information resources have transformed libraries
into a new kind of information service based on Distributed Information Systems (DIS).
A DIS can be described aa a heterogeneous collection of networked large information
resources in some kind of interaction with a large community of users. Good exam-
ples are the Internet, the World Wide Web (WWW), corporate intranets, and some
digital libraries (DL). With thk transformation of DL, the fundamental limitations of
traditional information retrieval (IR) systems for dealiig with DIS have become ap-
parent. Tra&tional IR for huge databases is typically baaed on the lexical-matching
paradigm in which users pull information fkom a passive information system by formu-
lating lexical queries (using keywords) whkh are are matched against the text of stored
documents. This approach haa a number of fundamental problems. F~st, lacklng sufi-
cient meta-data it can only be applied to textual information. Second, the interaction
between user and system is of an entirely uni-dwectional nature. Users need to deter-
mine whkh queries will return relevant results, but may lack the necessary domain
knowledge to generate adequate queries. Third, due to iixed relations among keywords
and documents the information resources do not evolve to capture the changing knowl-
edge of user communities. Fourth, information resources do not exchange information
and need to be separately queried.

Recently, researchers have turned to systems that enable DIS to more actively
participate in the process of retrieving relevamt and personfllzed information. The goal
is to construct systems that engage in two-way interactions with their users, adapt to
their preferences and characteristics and can lik information accross several resources.



1.2 Three Principles for Active Recommendation Systems

Our own approach is founded on the following three principles. Frst, an information
resource’s should adapt its underlying relational information, its knowledge base, to

the knowledge of its community of users. Second, recommendation systems should
interactively determine the information needs of users aiding them in the generation of
adequate queries. Third, retrieval should integrate the retrieval histories and present
interests of users, with the adapted knowledge base of information resources.

We have been developing an Active Recommendation Project (ARP) based on thike
principles for the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Research Library to provide
the above described functionality for a number of large databases such as SciSearch and
Biosis ]. The SciSearch database contains articles from scientific journals from several
fields collected by the Institute for Scientific Indexing (1S1), Biosis, on the other hand,
contains more biologically oriented publications. We outline the components of this
system in the next section.

2 The Active Recommendation Project for Digital
Libraries

2.1 Information resources and local knowledge contexts

Information resources can generally be decomposed into a collection of keywords and
documents. Each document is semantically characterized by a number of keywords
seen as tokens of the knowledge contained in the documents or content. Documents
are also related to other documents via information such as citation, hyperlinks, etc.
Two types of relations can hence be defined structwal (document-document) and
semantic (document-keyword). In the context of scientific dIgitaJ libraries such as ours,
the structural relations correspond to the structure of citations among documents. Both
types of relations are shown in fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An information resource and its structural and semantic relationzd information

A large number of IR methodologies rely on measures of document and keyword
relatedness which are used to retrieve related documents or keywords to users, and better

1 http: //wuu. C3. lanl. gov/~rochalluu



contextualized their information needs [5]. These measures of relatedness are generally

derived from text and metadata comparisons, hyperlink structure, retrieval patterns,
etc., depending on the type of information resource dealt with.

For ARP, we have defined semantic and structural proximity measures between
documents and keywords, derived horn each information resource’s existing structural
and semantic relations. The proximity measures derive a knowkdge base of relations
among documents and keywords from how authors previously designed keywords and
documents to relate to one another. The set of proximity measures plus the relational
information of an information resource define a knowledge contezt extracted from an
information resource. Below we define the particular proximity measures employed in
ARP.

Structural Proximity Let D be the set of all documents that engage in a citation
relation in an information resource. The complete citation structure for thw set of
documents is defined by C, a p x p matrix of p documents pi E D. Each entry Gj in the
matrix C is boolean and indicates whether document d~ cites (1) document dj or not
(0). The structural proximity of two documents, according to the citation structure of
an information resource, can de defined in two distinct ways:

The ~nwmds Structural Proximity for two documents di and dj is defined as their
co-citation[20], that is, the number of documents that cite d~ and dj, N;* (di, dj ), over
the number of documents that cite either di or dj, N&n(di, dj ). The Inwards Structural
Proximity varies in the unit interval and is defined ax

The Outwards Semantic Proximity is defined as the direct bibliographic coupling [8]
between two documents d~ or dj, that is the number of documents that both d; and dj
cite, N~ti*(d~, dj ), over the number of documents that either di or dj cite , N&”t (d~, dj ).
The Outwards Structural Proximity varies in the unit interval and is defined ax

,$l(%kA %,k)
N~”’(dij dj) = N;ut (di, d3)

P“ut(di, dj) = ~ —
N“”t(di) + N“ut (dj) – N#t (di, dj )

,~l(%k V Cj,,) – ‘f?’(di, dj)

(2)

Semantic proximity The semantic relations between records of documents and
keywords in an information resource are represented a Keyword-Record matrix A which
is a n x m matri~ of n keywords ki and m records rj. Each entry aij in the matrix is
bool- and indicates whether keyword ki qualKies a record rj (1) or not (0).2 From

2 Note that we define semantic proximity in terms of records and not documents. The
reasons for thk are detailed in [18]



these relations we define the Keyword Semantic Proximity (KSP) which represents the
semantic closeness among keywords. The KSP for two keywords ki and ki is defined
by the following equation:

~ (a,,, A ‘M) Nn(k,, k;)
IVn(ki, kj)

ksp(ki, kj) = ‘;l . —— . * (3)

~ (a+ V aj,k) ‘U(ki’ ‘~) ‘(ki) + ‘(k~) - ‘n(ki’ ‘~)
k=l

N(ki) ii the number of records keyword k~ qualhies, and N(ki, kj ) the number of
records both keywords qualify. In other words, two keywords are semantically closer if
they tend to qualify the same records.

Conversely, the semantic closeness of records can be derived from the number of
keywords they share, i.e the Record Semantic Proximity (RSP) whose values for every
pair of records r; and rj is defined OS:

i!i(aki,i A %j) Nn(ri, Tj)

k=l Nn(r;, rj)
TSp(~i, Tj ) = ~

,~l(ak,i V ck,j) = ‘U(ri’ “J) = ‘(r’)+ N(T~) - ~(~~,~j)

(4)

N(rj ) is the number of keywords that qualify record r; and Nn (~i, rj ) is the number
of keywords that qufllfy both records. Thus, two records are near if they tend to be
quahfied by the same keywords.

2.2 Capturing Collective Behavior

The structural and semantic proximity measures reflect the static knowledge stored in
an information resource as constructed by the authors of documents and edtors of jour-
nals, Iibrmies, etc. To achieve the active recommendation we seek, the knowledge stored
in information resources needs to adapt to its community of users. Therefore, we need to
supplement the proximity measures of knowledge contexts, extracted from static doc-
ument and keyword relations, with proximity measures extracted from the behavior of
users. ARP is baaed on two distinct systems that use Hebbian learning mechanisms to
generate additional semantic and structural proximity information based on the col-
lective, dynamic, behavior of users. But to tap into the collective behavior of users, we
need to define the capabilities of users.

The following capabihties are implemented in enhanced “browsers” or centralized
services that users have access to.

1. Present interests described by a set of keywords {kl, ... . ki}.

2. History oj IR. This history is also organized aa a knowledge context, “like that of
the lager information resources, containing the records that the user has previously
accessed, the keywords associated with them, as well as the structure of this set of
records. This way, we treat users themselves aa information resources with their own
specific knowledge context defined by its own proximity information.



2.3 Semantic Adaptation: TalkMlne and Interactive Retrieval

The TalkMine system is described in more detail in [14] [19]. TalkMine is both a
content-based and collaborative recommendation system based on a model of models
of cognitive categories [16]. It is based on the three principles for active recommendation
systems we outlined above. It integrates the knowledge of a set of information resources
with user interests via an interactive process (a conversation), and uses the result of
this integration to both recommend documents and adapt the knowledge contexts-of
information resources. The TaJkMIne system contains the following components that
implement thk functionality:

1. A conversation mechanism used to produce temporary categories, which store the
integration of the static knowledge of information resources (the long-term memory)
with a user’s present interests and IR hwtory.

2. An adaptation mechanism to fix the dynamic categories produced in 1 to the
long-term memory, that is, an additional proximity measure reflecting the collective
knowledge of users.

The conversation between user and information resources is an extension of a
question-answering IR system [11] (for a single information resource), using uncer-
tainty measures [15] and the evidence set operations of intersection and union [16].
The algorithm for thw process starts by constructing spreadiig activation [12] mem-

bership functions centered on the keywords that define the present interests of the
user: {lq, .... k; }. By an interactive question-answering process [17], it aims to reduce
the uncertainty content of intermediate evidence sets. The algorithm of this conver-
sation process is defined in [14] [19]. At the end of this process a final evidence set
of keywords is obtained, whkh we regard as a knowledge category that integrates the
interests of the user with the intervening information resources. After construction of

this final category, TalkMine returns relevant records to the user. Detai@ of the actual
operations used to choose relevant records axe presented in [16].

The adaptation mechanism is based on Hebbizm reinforcement learning the more
certain keywords are combmed with each other, that is by often being simultaneously
included in users’ final categories, the more the semantic proximity between them will
be increased. Conversely, if certain keywords are not frequently associated with one
aaother, the semantic proximity between them will be decreased. This adaptation leads
to the semantic proximity increasingly matching the expectations of its community of
users. Furthermore, even when a given keyword is not present in a given information
system, by iiequently being part of a final category, new keywords can be introduced
to information resources ~thout really quahfying any locai records.3

2.4 Structural Adaptation: @ApWeb

The @ApWeb System’ was orginally developed for the automated generation of hyper-
text network based on users’ collective navigation patterns. The system associates each
hyperlink with a weight that expresses the level of association among the two connected
hypertext pages. Hyperliik weights are updated by three learning rules that operate
on link weights according to users’ retrieval patterns. More detailed information on the

t2!ApWeb system can be found in [1] and [2].

3 The adapted keyword semantic protimity (AKSP) is stored separately from KSP, to
preserve the original static knowledge of information resources.



The @ApWeb algorithm can be used to update structural relations between database
items according to user retrieval patterns. As with Talk Mine, it is used to supplement

the static structural proximity measures with a dynamic user traversal proximity mea-
sure: T. Each entry ti,j represents the traversal proximity between two records ri and

~j. For eti retrieval sequence (ri + rj -+ r~ ), three Hebbian learning rules [7] we
executed: l%queney, Symmetry and Transitivity, each respectively associated with a
reward wf,eq, UJ.Y~~ and wt,a... The algorithm to update traversal proximities based on
these learning rules can then be formalized as follows. WMle the information resource
is being used by a group of users, at each user retrieval instance n:

fieqUenCy t~j = t~~ 1 + Wf,eq and t~k= t~~1+’Wf,.q
ThE learning rule reinforces connections between two records that have been retrieved

concurrently.
Symmetry t~i = t~~ 1 + w.y~~ and t~,j = t~~l + W*y~~

ThB learning rule reinforces a symmetric relation between two pages consequently
visited in a website.

Transitivity t~~= &1 + tk.n~
This rule attempts to bridge connections by reinforcing a transitive relation in any
set of three consequently retrieved records.

T captures the collective behavior of user traversal patterns. whereas the AKSP
supplements the static semantic proxinity between keywords, T supplements the static
proximity between records. Both provide a means to capture the dynamic interests of
communities of users by integrating and adapting to their collective behavior. Below
we describe how the semantic adaptation of Talk Mine and structural adaptation of
@ApWeb awork together in the ARP system.

2.5 A DIS system for active recommendations

Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of the functioning of the entire system. Users
search several information resources using TalkMine to interact with their knowledge
contexts (a). Users express their interests in terms of a set of keywords, which TalkMine
integrates with the knowledge contexts of the information resources. This leads to a
final category representing the interests of the user. The category is used to recommend
a set records (b) and to adapt the KSP’S of the intervening parties into a new AKSP(C).
The user then selects a record from the recommended set (d). The document stored
in thk record is shown to the user, together with a recommendation of other related
documents (e). Thw recommendation is implemented with plain spreading activation
(see [3]) on the structural proximi~ measures (eqs. 12), the RSP measure (eq. 4), and
the traversal proximity from @ApWeb. The browsing information as the user traverses
several records, is used as the @ApWeb retrieval sequences, to adapt the structure of
the Wltiai information resources (f).

The ARP system is based on the three principles of adaptation, interaction, and
integration described earlier. It uses the static semantic and structural information of
information resources to capture the dynamic, collective behavior of communities of
users. This way, the knowledge contexts of information resources evolve to the expec-
tations of their user communities. Below we describe a methodology to evaluate the

performance of such recommendation algorithms.
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Fig. 2. ARP system combining TalkMine and @ApWeb

3 Evaluation of Recommendation systems

3.1 Precision and Recall

Any kind of science, including IR, requirea methodologies to quantitatively assess the
characteristics of its objects of study, and make predictions about their behavior given
these characteristics. In the case of RS, for instance, we would like to know how and
when a given recommendation algorithm can adapt a particular DIS to specific user
communities. Unfortunately, in the domain of IR there is no methodology to quantify
and measure the particular information needs of user commuuitiea. Thw is especially
problematic for active RS such aa those we are developing.

Traditionally, IR and RS evaluation methodologies have focussed on the assessment
of the set of documents retrieved or recommended to users [4]. Performance evaluation
of IR systems, both in experimental [6] and analytical [9] approaches, is baaed on
measures that use the sets of retrieved and relevant do&ments: RETR and R.EL. The
most common measures are recall = ‘ET~R~n~RELand precision = ‘E~~T~EL. The
problem lies on determining the elements of the relevant set REL, which ultimately
lies within the subjective judgments of human experts.

Some IR methodologies have attempted a more objective approach by having a
range of different Ill systems compile a super-set of all those documents that could
potentially be relevant. To avoid a circulax approach where one IR system is compared
to others’ retrieval results, some approaches rely on human experts to sample the
generated super-set (see e.g. the TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) standard [6]) It
is nevert heleas extremely difficult to escape the problems associated with the selection
of experts from all possible knowledge areaa, who furthermore can only operate on a
pre-established set of relevant documents. The use of thesauri and ontoIogies might
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allow systems to expand REL [10], but thesauri are typically general-purpose and not
tailored to the specific interests of a restricted community of users.

Tra&tional IR performance evaluations avoid the inherent subjectivity of relevance
and cam therefore not take into account the requirements of specific communities of
users. Clearly, it is important to establish whether a given system performs well for a
community of users given its particular collective knowledge. In the case of interactive,
adaptive RS, we are mostly interested in the conditions that allow the associations
among documents, keywords, and between the two, to reflect the knowledge of+tlkir
particular community of use~. validity, and if and how the adaptive algorithms of RS
converge to the knowledge of users: reliability. We therefore propose a simulation ap-
proach that enables us to assess how recommendation systems interactively generate
represent ations of the knowledge of their community of users, rather than attempting
to describe the semantics or relevance of individual documents, as current IR method-
ologies do.

3.2 Validity and Reliability with Shared Knowledge Structures

Collective choice and shared knowledge structures We have taken an aP-

proach in which we operationalke the aggregation of user knowledge as shared knowl-
edge structures (SKS). From the comparison of the recommendation system’s knowl-
edge base and the SKS, we can then device stability and validlty performance measures
of the recommendation system’s adaptive behavior. The work of Richards [13] on col-
lective choice has been particularly relevant in this context. Richards’ model is based
on the assumption that a population of agents needs to make a collective choice an
a set A of alternativea a~ on whkb a shared knowledge structure (SKS) is imposed.
The SKS will be represented by a non-dwected, connected graph W(A). This graph is
understood as the particular associative knowledge structure that all agents share in
an environment. Agents are assumed to prefer one of the alternativea ai, thus, for each
agent, there is a preference ptiial order Di (a). Rather than modeling the capacity of
a collection of agents to read a single choice, we are interested in modeling an adap-
tive recommendation system’s ability to reliably adapt to a valid representation of the

patterns of associations in the agents’ SKS.

A simulation methodology From this position, we propose the following simu-
lation approach to a performance evaluation of an adaptive recommendation system.
Let K and D be, respectively, a set of keywords and documents that are derived from
a number of given database records and combmed into a large set of alternatives A. A
particular community of users utilizes a subset of A c A. The SKS of th~ community
of users then is W(A). To model such a community, a population of agents is generated
with partial orders Di (A) starting on a particular element cu E A. Because A is typi-
cally very large, we use incomplete partial orders Dip, that is a partial order starting
at a~, but extend~ng only to the nearest levels p. Parameter p indicates how much of
the SKS a given agent ‘knows” about.

This community of agents is then set to interact with a given recommendation sys-
tem with will aggregate the partial knowledge of all agents into the adaptive structure
of the information resource. We start with an initial graph V(A) representing the initial
associative structure of the information resource we wish to model. 4 We then let the

4 This can be an initially random structure for information resources that have no
initial set of document links such as citations, etc.
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population of agents that share a SKS W(A) interact with V(A), using the adaptation
algorithms described in 2.3. In th~ simulation methodology, validlty can be defined
aa the similarity between the final structure of V(A) (after completion of a sufficent
number of iterations of the adaptation algorithm) and W’(A). The reliability measure
requires a number of parallelly developed V(A)S, to determine whether the adaptive
algorithm converges on one and the same associative structure in different runs, given
the same population of agents.

+ .,

4 Conclusion

To rexnediate the shortcomings of the traditional database-driven approach to IR for
digital library systems, our recent research has focussed on an active recommendation
system that assists users in fine-tuning their queries, can generate personalized recom-
mendations, and adapt an information resource’s structure to the collective knowledge
of its users. We presented a methodology that baaed on a shared knowledge structure
analysis enables us to measure and describe the performance of active recommenda-
tion systems in general, as well as a methodology to measure and record the knowledge
shared by any group of users.

Future reseaxch will focus on applying this methodology to the implemented active
recommendation system, and answer the following research questions. First, since rec-

ommendation systems can be set to adapt the structure of any information resource,
the final structure to which this information resource has converged can be used as an
empirical measurement device of the SKS of a community of users. Researchers can
thereby gather the knowledge of a given community of researchers on the content of any
information resource. Second, by constructing artificial SKS and using the above de-
scribed simulation approach, measurements of the speed of convergence, the suitability
for specifically structured SKS, etc. will allow researchers to test and evaluate specific
design before implementation. Third, the outlined simulation approach can enable the
study of how the knowledge of any group of individual users can best be aggregated into
a SKS. Can the locaf knowledge structures of indidivual users be relatively d~joint?
Can we identify experts and laymen within a community by the extent of their share
of the SKS? Fourth, and most importantly, for a given community of users and their
SKS, we aim for this technology to objectively compare the performance of dtierent
recommendation systems and determine whkh have high validlty for several w(At)
or the highest reliablMy given different conditions? Do systems converge on one sin-
gle SKS measurement, or are there several stable configurations that the system can
converge to.
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